Ventura Park Play Area Improvements and Loo Installation
Play Form 7 **ages 5 +**

2 **Spinner** **ages 5 +**

3 **Tube Slide** **ages 5 +**

4 **Swing** **ages 2 +**

5 **Group Spring** **ages 2 +**

6 **Water Pump** **ages 2 +**

7 **Talking Tubes** **ages 2 +**

8 **Music Play** **ages 2 +**

9 **Portland Loo**

Ventura Park Play Area Improvements and Loo Installation
Example Features

1. **Large Turf Mound**
2. **Small Turf Mounds**
3. **Sand**
4. **Ledges**
5. **Boulders**

Ventura Park Play Area Improvements and Loo Installation
Concept Illustrations

1. SECTION: Turf mound with Tube Slide

   - PlayForm
   - Tube Slide
   - Rock Scramble
   - Low Mounds
   - Bench

2. SECTION: Water Pump and Planter with Boulders

   - Boulder
   - Bridge
   - Water Pump

3. PLAN DETAIL: Sand and Water Play

   - Sand Area
   - Water Pump
   - Weirs
   - Boulders
   - Ledges
   - Planter

Ventura Park Play Area Improvements and Loo Installation
Art Concepts: To compliment the playground and landscape design

1 Topography:
building some hills into the landscape

Steel frames and wooden surfaces, like a deck in the form of a mountain. [Powell Butte, Mt St Helens]

Just steel frame, made of a web of stainless steel rods, to form topography that is more unusual, less topography and more sculptural, whimsical. [The Cave, The Hook and The Volcano]

Some smaller amounts of the wooden surfacing could be used on some surfaces of the wire frame topography.

2 Boulders:

Boulders engaged with sculptural elements in the form of stainless steel rod interventions.

Some of these might be moveable, or climbable. [The landscape and playground will include boulders from small to 3’ diameter.]

3 Boulders & Topography:

Stainless steel rods create a mesh skin resulting in a large scale sculpture with a small amount of material.

Freed from the ground, no longer topography, but its own abstract sculptural body, dynamic in form, suggestive but unspecific.

Forms spring from boulders with the wire frame dominating and the boulder as a side entity.

This sculpture echoes the imaginative play that the playground landscape allows and invites.

The imaginative sculptural element springs forth physically from the boulders themselves, just as in the hands of a child a simple boulder can be the root of wild imaginative play.